AMERICA’S “OUTLIER:”
LAS VEGAS SUCCESS AND SURVIVAL
By William N. Thompson

L

as Vegas casino performance suffered from the great
recession but now, in comparison with other casino
venues, appears to be stable and in a state of positive
recovery. This article looks at factors behind the strength of
the Las Vegas gaming scene.
Recently I was sitting in my office at the University of Nevada,
Las Vegas. The telephone rang. It was a reporter from a Reno
newspaper. He was excited because Reno city officials had
announced they were sponsoring a triathlon race that would draw
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competitors from all over the country. He added that Reno had held
a hot air balloon race, and that they were going to have a major
parade of antique automobiles. He asked my opinion about these
events. I indicated that I was impressed. Then he inquired, “Just
what events does Las Vegas have on its docket?” I gave the moment
an appropriate pause, and I simply replied, “Las Vegas doesn’t have
events. Las Vegas IS the event!”
Forty-one million visitors came to Las Vegas in 2014. People
do not come because Las Vegas is the site of a game or a race, a
parade or boxing match or a concert. People come because this IS
Las Vegas. They come in all seasons, they come on weekends and

on weekdays. A line-up of activities never stops. The motion of the Las Vegas tourism model. They offered little more than gamthe city serves as a virtual vacuum drawing the constant flow of bling, and most of that was not for tourists but rather for “dayvisitors. Las Vegas has more live entertainment guests than Los trippers” who came to town on buses from New York City and
Angeles, New York, and London combined. Yet the number one Philadelphia. Discussions of building a new convention center
activity is not marathon running but simply
lingered for decades until a center attached to
walking, walking, and walking and gazing at
the
Sheraton Hotel was built in 1999. DevelThe year of 2014
casinos on the Strip or moving light shows on
opment
of a major airport directly connecting
began with Atlantic City
Fremont Street. Las Vegas guests enjoy meals
Atlantic City to major cities not on the East
having twelve casinos;
from the finest chefs. More restaurant meals
never materialized. Yet as the only East
the
year ended with eight Coast
are served in Las Vegas than in any other place
Coast city with casinos, Atlantic City did well
casinos opened.
except New York City. Visitors to Las Vegas
until other casinos appeared in the region.
enjoy the world’s greatest concentration of
Native Americans opened casinos with Foxhigh-end shopping. Las Vegas leads the nation in conventions. woods and then the Mohegan Sun in Connecticut. Later casinos
The 150,000 hotel rooms of Las Vegas are the largest number came to West Virginia, Delaware, Pennsylvania, and then to
of any city in the world. And, Las Vegas offers more gambling Maryland and the outer reaches of New York itself. Atlantic City
opportunities that any location save Macau. Las Vegas is an event had been content to have slow growth as competition was miniwithout time boundaries. Its perpetual motion of event experiContinued on next page
ences places it far beyond any ambience found in any other
community in America. Las Vegas
is “America’s Outlier.”
The Merriam Webster Dictionary defines “Outlier” as “Something
situated away from or classed
differently from a main body.” The
notion of individual success is
chronicled in Malcom Gladwell’s
book Outliers. He presents portraits
of notable individuals. He finds
success with persons who have
lived outside “the mainstream” of
an ordinary existence maintaining
traits that led to their exceptionalism. While his focus is on the individual, his approach to explaining
success in the context of the
“outlier” may be replicated in the
examination of one American city:
Las Vegas. Using his approach we
may demonstrate how Las Vegas
has achieved what has to be considered a unique position of success
in the American cultural scene,
and why casino gaming remains
strong in Las Vegas while signs of
decline are witnessed in other
gaming venues.
In 1978, Atlantic City became
the only community outside of
Nevada to have casinos. Over two
decades the resort saw the opening Atlantic City: Then & Now. Pictured top (Atlantic City circa 1980), the Golden Nugget Hotel &
of twelve casinos. However, the Casino was built by Steve Wynn and was Atlantic City's sixth casino after legalized gambling was
casinos were not able to duplicate passed in 1976. By the end 2014, four casinos closed their doors—Atlantic Club, Showboat,

“

”

Trump Plaza, followed by the Revel which was only open for 10 short months.
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Mississippi authorized casinos in 1990. Two centers of activity—
Tunica in the north near Memphis, Tennessee, and Biloxi-Gulfport in
the south near New Orleans—made Mississippi the third casino
venue in the United States.

Continued from previous page

mal, doing little to build the fabric of a tourist city. The city’s convention center went into decay, the city lacked any major airport,
and highway transportation was difficult. Then competition hit and
hit hard. The recession added to a major decline. Casino revenues
fell from $5.2 billion for the casinos in 2006 to $2.9 billion in 2013.
The year of 2014 began with Atlantic City having twelve casinos;
the year ended with eight casinos opened.
In the beginning of the 2014 following Storm Sandy, the
Atlantic Club closed, then in the fall major operator Caesars
purposely closed the Showboat, which was not losing money but
because they wanted to reduce competition. In mid-September The
Trump Plaza closed followed by the Revel. While the Atlantic City
casinos had never held a philosophy against competition, they now
embraced the notion that they could survive only if casinos were
restricted. As they put up the sign saying “No Room at the Inn,”
operatives were lauding the reduced competition. The mayor of
the city said—and this is THIRTY-SIX YEARS after casinos
opened—that Atlantic City would be remaking itself as a multifaceted destination—like maybe thirty-six years too late. There
were now more pieces (casinos) in the pie of North East U.S. gaming, but the pie was not growing. Each casino of the region was
taking a hit to the bottom line.

Since the onset of the recession, gaming revenues in Reno
have been cut in half.
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Mississippi authorized casinos in 1990. Two centers of activity—Tunica in the north near Memphis, Tennessee, and BiloxiGulfport in the south near New Orleans—made Mississippi the
third casino venue in the United States. Even as nearby Louisiana
developed casinos, Mississippi held its own. However, the casinos
were not located in desirable places. They had to be on water, and
floods and hurricanes were inevitable. Coupled with the recession
beginning after 2007, and a flood in 2011, came a wave of competition with racetrack casinos in Alabama and Arkansas. One
Arkansas facility was in West Memphis just a bridge away from the
major market for Tunica. Several casinos closed their doors.
Revenues made a steady drop between 2007 and 2014.
Reno became the nation’s leading casino venue in the 1930s,
but by the 1950s, Las Vegas outpaced its northern rival. In intervening decades, Reno’s casinos declined. Many closed. The newest
casino, the Silver Legacy, was opened in 1995, but bankruptcy has
taken its luster away. Reno doesn’t offer Las Vegas type shows, and
its convention center was built several miles away from the casino
center on Virginia Street. Unlike Las Vegas, Reno had a population
that was quite divided on the desirability of having casinos.
The opposition fought developments of highways and an airport
that was focused upon drawing tourists. Modern jet aircraft could
not land in Reno until ten years after their arrival in Las Vegas.
Since the onset of the recession, gaming revenues in Reno have been
cut in half. Competition from Native American casinos in northern
California was devastating. Many hopes for Reno seem to be aimed
at winning the 2026 Winter Olympics for nearby ski-resorts.
othing seemed to be in the way of casino revenue growth in
Macau. The enclave was placed under Chinese government
control in 1999. It had been the sole casino venue on the
Chinese Coast since the 1800s. In 1962 a dozen casinos were made
a monopoly guided by Stanley Ho. However, following the 1999
takeover, the Chinese permitted new license holders. Six license
holders came to develop thirty-five casinos included the largest in
the world. The Chinese welcomed the expansion of gaming as they
showed lenience toward mainland Chinese who wished to
visit casinos. From the opening of new casinos in 2004 until
2014, gaming revenues increased from a few billion dollars
(U.S.) to $44 billion. This compared with the $7 billion won
by Las Vegas Strip casinos. In addition to Ho, new license
holders included the best American casinos companies and
entrepreneurs—Sheldon Adelson’s Venetian and Sands,
Steve Wynn’s Wynn Resorts, and Kirk Kerkorian’s M.G.M.
Grand properties. The best owners were not enough. The
year 2014 witnessed a turnaround. For the first time
gaming revenues fell. In some months they were off by 30%
and while new resorts were being built, the downturn
persisted. One cause of troubles came in negative policies
adopted by the central China government which was
irritated over gaming by civil servants who embezzled
funds from public treasuries. China also experienced
signs of economic decline that hit the pocketbooks of
gamers. Unlike Las Vegas, new casinos of Macau did not
feature outstanding non-gaming attractions.

N

Central factors behind the survival of Las
Vegas casinos were in place throughout the
modern history of the city. The overwhelming
majority of Las Vegas residents accepted the
appearance and growth of casinos. Even the
casinos loved the appearance of new and bigger
casinos. The scene was set in early “mob” days
of the 1940s and 1950s. ”Mob” leaders with
their notorious past records declared that Las
Vegas was an “open” city. While Reno had a
“Redline” beyond which casinos could not be
built, the effect of such a restriction in Las Vegas
was negated as the Strip developed beyond the
city limits in unincorporated Clark County. The
state gaming board gave licenses to any operator
with funds to build a casino, that is, if they were not involved in
illegal activities. “Mob” interests already established were grandfathered in with licenses. All were welcome, and all agreed new
and bigger properties made the pie bigger and richer for everyone. County authorities aided the growth of gaming as they
placed a convention center very near the center of the Strip, and
built an airport adjacent to the Strip, as well as a major highway
heading towards California. When rival casinos began to operate by Native Americans in southern California, they were no
match for competitive properties in Las Vegas. Las Vegas casinos
were used to competition as they had been operating in an open
atmosphere for decades. Free enterprise was a strong ally for Las

“

Vegas. Only Las Vegas took advantage of the
fact that Nevada had an American monopoly
over legal casinos from 1931 to 1978. Like
the outliers of Malcolm Gladwell’s book, Las
Vegas had the equivalent of his outliers’
10,000 hours (i.e., 47 years) head start in successful gaming experience.
Miraculously, unlike Reno, Atlantic City,
and Mississippi, there have been no closures of
major casino properties in Las Vegas since the
great recession. While some properties under
construction did not finish, new properties are
being built, and promise to be the biggest and
the best yet to come. Las Vegas has been a
different kind of casino city, and its success
has reflected its experience as an “American Outlier.” ♣

China also
experienced signs of
economic decline that
hit the pocketbooks
of gamers. Unlike
Las Vegas, new casinos
of Macau did not
feature outstanding
non-gaming
attractions.
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